VOICE AND SPEECH WORKSHOP ON OCT 30

Panaji, October 16, 2019
Asvina 24, 1941

The Directorate Of Art and Culture, will organize Voice and Speech Workshop from October 30 to 31, 2019, from 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at Sanskruti Bhavan, Patto, Panaji. Dr. Ajay Vaidya, a well-known compere and theatre artist will be the resource person of the workshop.

Every year the department is organizing various workshops for the benefits of goan youths, artist, from the field of music, theatre, fine art etc.

The main objective of the workshop is to teach the techniques of voice. Speech and communication is very essential part of our personality. The Department has informed all youths, artists and general public willing to participate in the workshop can submit their application forms.

Entry fee of Rs. 100/- will be charged per participant. First 30 entries only will be considered for the participation in the workshop. Application forms can be collected from the Directorate of Art and Culture, Sanskruti Bhavan, Patto- Panaji, from October 17, 2019 (during office hours). The last date to submit the filled forms is October 28, 2019 (during office hours). For further details contact 0832- 2404630/626/633.
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